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[holt_staf] New Assembly! Student Speakers Needed!

From : Ashley Reich <reich_a@4j.lane.edu>

Wed, Feb 02, 2022 10:52 AM

Sender : holt_staf <holt_staf-bounces@4j.lane.edu>
Subject : [holt_staf] New Assembly! Student Speakers Needed!
To : holt staf <holt_staf@4j.lane.edu>
New Assembly!
Great news! We were able to book another guest speaker!

⚡️

Matt Wilhelm is a Guinness World Record Holder. He has won three X-Games medals, two
World Championship medals, and two United States National Championships. He advanced to
the semi-finals on “America's Got Talent,” where the judges called his performance “A Million
Dollar Act.” Later this month he will be showing us some amazing bike tricks and sharing his
story of beating the odds on the way to becoming a national champion.
For this assembly, we have decided to go with a pre-recorded option for the performance.
This allows us more flexibility and options for more student participation! I need a Kinder,
1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th-grade student willing to be on the assembly video. They will each
be asking Matt a question from a list of great questions sent from Matt. If you have an
amazing student for the job please put their name on the ZAP REINFORCEMENTS Google
Sheet. The sign-up is in the yellow box in the right-hand corner of the sheet. The slots are on
a first-come basis. :)
The assembly will during the last week of February. More to come with a specific day and
time.
SPEAKING of the ZAP REINFORCEMENTS Google Sheet... Please check it out! I need
more kids to help with assemblies. This is also a great place to get kids prizes and recognized
for their amazing work!
Here is the website if you are curious about what it looks like:
https://mattwilhelm.com/
Here is the Video of him On AGT:
(Short version) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xW0mwKTVJ5s
(Longer Version) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zt0XYfAY_1g
Thanks!
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